
 
THRIFT STORE CLERK 

 
Companion Animal Foundation runs two lively and loved thrift stores.  Here is a brief job description of 

the duties expected of a clerk in our stores.  Please apply in person at our Sunny Brae location with a 

résumé and a cover letter. Full training is available once hired.  

 

- Accept quality donations and politely refuse donations that can’t be sold such as broken, 

stained, old, smokey items as well as items that our insurance will not cover (bike helmets, baby 

cribs and car seats etc.) 

- Processing donations.  This includes cleaning and pricing donations.  Looking things up quickly 

and pricing according to how popular the item is and how valuable.  Putting priced items out in 

the store for sale. You will be trained on how CAF generally prices our donations. 

- Rotate donations according to the sale colors.  This includes changing the signs to reflect what is 

on sale. 

- Keep areas in the store straightened up.  This includes dusting, vacuuming, arranging items, 

clearing the floor, making sure customers can comfortably access items in the store. 

- Checking customers into the dressing room and keeping track of items.  This includes counting 

each item and putting items on the counter that should not go into the dressing room.  

- Answering the phones and taking messages in the message book.  You will not be expected to 

answer questions until you have been properly trained in our policies. 

- Ringing up customers on the cash register and following all cash register protocol. 

- Opening up the store in the morning and closing out in the evening. This requires counting 

money and making sure the register is balanced everyday.  

- Watching the surveillance cameras for theft and acting accordingly if theft is seen. Knowing the 

signs of theft (training available). 

- Helping to check visitors into the animal adoption room by explaining appropriate adoption 

room behavior especially for children.  Taking photo ID and writing accurate information on the 

log sheet. 

- Handling difficult customers with a helpful but firm manner (when necessary)  

- Most Importantly: Having a professional and friendly attitude that helps anyone who walks 

through our doors feel welcomed and respected. 

 


